
As money and power are increas-
ingly concentrated in Washington, the
line of supplicants stretches all the
way to the U.S. Mint. That has created
a “barbarians at the gate” mentality
among the congressional conserva-
tives and budget experts who guard
the Treasury. Infrastructure advocates
of all stripes claim great benefits from
more federal grants, budget leveraging
and tax help. But so do many others
for their programs.

We’re in the fifth year of the cur-
rent business cycle. The 3.9%
increase in GNP last quarter hopeful-
ly is a sign of stronger growth to
come. But ability to pay does not
translate into willingness to pay high-
er gas taxes needed to rebuild our
Interstates. User fees for municipal
water and sanitation services are too
low to support capital needs. Public
buildings chronically suffer from
deferred maintenance, hugely inflat-
ing future operating costs.

“We’ve hit the ceiling in our ability
to extract wealth and spend the money
wisely,” says Chris Ward, former
executive director of the Port
Authority of NY and NJ, and now with
Dragados USA.

Getting more bang for the buck is
an obvious answer to capital scarcity,
though it’s one not often cited in the
larger discussion about infrastructure
spending. Performance-based infra-
structure, in the form of public-private
partnerships (PPP), is one approach

being used by public works agencies
to reduce or eliminate schedule and
budget overruns on large projects.

Washington’s Role

PPPs are long-term contracts that
align incentives to ensure the greatest
whole-life value to taxpayers. As such,
Washington wants to encourage their
use. The Federal Highway
Administration has been a strong
backer. The White House just received
recommendations from the Treasury

Dept. on ways the Obama
Administration can support PPPs. An
executive order is said to be on the
President’s desk that would direct the
White House Office of Management
and Budget to change the way it scores
the budget impact of PPPs in order to
support private development of new
federal buildings.

But expecting the White House and
Congress to lead the way on PPPs isn’t
realistic. The federal infrastructure
agencies responsible for spending are
necessarily cautious about “innovative
finance.” For them, mistakes can kill.

Besides, federal gifts come tightly
wrapped with red tape and good inten-
tions that inflate costs, and nearly all big
projects get some federal help. The full
price of compliance with environmental
and worker protections, prevailing wage
rules, and set-asides for minority,

women and
small busi-
nesses, etc. is
paid by tax-
payers, not
contractors.
These social
spending add-
ons are are not
going to go
away.

U.S. con-
struction com-
panies are car-
rying a much
heavier regu-

latory burden under the Obama adminis-
tration than ever before. EPA is an
untethered driver of regulations. Owners
are as likely to find themselves in court
as under construction. Enforcement
actions under the various federal set-
aside programs have grown exponential-
ly since the start of the Obama adminis-
tration. Dept. of Labor audits were up by
25 times during the first term.
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The social costs and benefits of this wet blanket are
unknowable. Here’s what the Government Accountability
Office (GAO) wrote in a report on the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) this April: “Little information exists on the
costs and benefits of completing NEPA analyses. Agencies do
not routinely track the cost of completing NEPA analyses, and
there is no government-wide mechanism to do so.”

The Politics of MegaProjects

Powerful advocates for smaller government charge that
federal infrastructure programs are so skewed toward insid-
ers and political ends that any increase in public investment
from taxes should be opposed as
wasteful. They have a large and
growing audience of believers
because they are partly correct.

Consider this from the director
of a major U.S. infrastructure
investment fund: “Every big trans-
portation project in America is
political now. It has very little to do
with delivering infrastructure pro-
jects when there’s big money
involved.” As a result, he says, too
little actually gets built because too
few decisions are made on the merits of a project.

New York’s governor Andrew Cuomo held a vanity press
conference last month in which he proposed to conduct a
three-month design competition and pay the winner $500,000
to overhaul New York City’s airports. On the same stage,
Vice President Joe Biden called Cuomo Lincolnesque for
having such a big idea. In truth, there’s no money in New
York or Washington to pay for Cuomo’s grand vision.

In the real world, Cuomo’s vision confounded the Port
Authority’s plans for announcing the winner of a three-year-
long competition to replace the Central Terminal at
LaGuardia Airport using a DBFOM approach. There are
indications that the Port Authority wasn’t ready anyway. But
that carefully planned project is now on hold until the politi-
cal control issues get sorted out.

We are at a crossroads. No amount of “needs” surveys will
spur voters or politicians to support a national commitment to
meet future demands for transportation, water, public build-
ings and other critical infrastructure services. That will come
at the state and local level when the public and private plan-
ners, designers, builders and operators of needed facilities
convince a skeptical public that they are getting the services
they pay for at a fair price and without political favoritism.

PublicWorks Optimism Bias

Most critically, the “fair price” piece is not happening.
Macquarie’s value-for-money (VfM) report done for I-70 East
in Denver cites research on optimism bias that shows that only
47% of U.S. transportation projects delivered by the public
sector are on budget and only 55% are completed on time.

A GAO study in 1997 found the average overrun on pub-
licly procured transportation projects at that time was 41%.

An appendix to the Value for Money study done by Arup and
Parsons Brinckerhoff in 2010 for the Presidio Parkway P3

in San Francisco analyzed Caltrans
cost estimates for 114 projects in
2009. Among the findings:

• Budget vs. actual costs were gen-
erally accurate 80% of the time for
projects up to $100 million.

• Projects from $100 million to
$300 million had an 80% chance of
overrunning estimates by 15%.

• There was an 80% chance that
projects estimated by Caltrans to cost

$300 million or more would overrun by 55%.

The five projects in Arup’s data set excluded outliers like
the replacement of the eastern span of the San Francisco-
Oakland Bay Bridge, which was completed last year at a cost
of $6.4 billion. The design-build estimate by Caltrans engi-
neeers at the start of construction in 2002 was $1.4 billion,
and called for the project to be completed over a five-year
period. That’s a 400% overrun and a seven-year delayed
opening on a project intended to correct seismic deficiencies
that were dramatically exposed in 1989 when a section of
bridge deck collapsed during the Loma Prieto earthquake.

The Social Costs of Poor Performance

The social costs of big mistakes on big infrastructure can
be profound.

The East Side Access tunneling project in New York City
is spiraling out of control. The Federal Transit
Admnistration’s most recent estimate is for completion in
2023 at a cost of $10.8 billion. That’s 14 years later than first
planned and $4.5 billion over the original estimate. “The
issue of budgeting and scheduling has been constantly elud-
ing us,” said Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Chairman Tom Prendergast.
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In a PPP, responsibility for all
the components of project
delivery—design, build, finance
and operation and maintenance
(DBFOM)—is held by a single,
financially strong developer
with skin in the game. There is
only one throat to choke when
things go wrong.



The overruns on this one project would
be enough to fully fund New York City
Mayor Bill DiBlasio’s entire early educa-
tion program—putting 60,000 four-year-
olds in pre-K classrooms—for eight years.

The huge cost overruns on the Big Dig
cemented a political rift between the com-
muters north and south of Boston, who pay
no tolls, and users of the MassPike west of
Boston, who do. Turnpike customers are
saddled with long-term debt to cover Big
Dig overruns while most of the mobility
and safety benefits go to the higher-income
free-riders closer to Boston.

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie used the high probability
of large overruns on the ARC tunnel to
Manhattan as his reason for killing the
long-planned NJ Transit rail project and
using the money elsewhere. All agree
that new rail tunnels are desperately
needed in the region. Service shutdowns
to repair hurricane damage to Amtrak’s
Hudson River tunnels will choke capaci-
ty between Boston and Washington,
D.C., by about 25%. A broad economic
shock is possible—about 65% of the
U.S. GNP is generated in the northeast corridor. Yet
Christie’s fear of overruns sent everyone back to the drawing
board.

Finally, there is great social value in not deferring main-
tenance, as many public infrastructure agencies do. A study
by the Cornell Local Roads Program estimated that every $1
of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges costs an addi-
tional $5 in necessary future repairs.

In DBFOM contracts, public agencies effectively prepay
for regular maintenance and repairs so that privately operat-
ed roads, bridges and buildings are in good condition after 30
years or so when they are handed back to governments.

Overwhelming Complexity

There are many factors that contribute to the high probabil-
ity of construction overruns on large projects. At the top of the
list is the very large number of project interfaces between con-
tractors. “At each intersection of all these elements you have
decision points on the critical path and some will be missed,
causing a domino effect” on cost and schedule, says José Luis
Moscovich, former executive director of the San Francisco
County Transportation Authority.

To manage the process, “you need experienced public
managers who have done it before,” he
says. “But they don’t exist.” Salaries for
public transportation agency employees
in California are 60% of the private sec-
tor, he says. “It’s the system, not the peo-
ple. We’re bleeding talent and generat-
ing projects that can’t be done” using
traditional DBB delivery.

In a PPP, responsibility for all the
components of project delivery—design,

build, finance and operation and maintenance (DBFOM)—is
held by a single financially strong developer with skin in the
game. There is only one throat to choke when things go
wrong.

The Proper Role of PPPs

The PPP model is part of the answer to the megaproject cost
and schedule problem. By incentivizing private equity to orga-
nize and manage large, complex projects (and with sophisticat-
ed lenders as the major stakeholder), PPP developers meet
deadlines and budgets, or they lose money and someone gets
fired. Once the project financing commitments are signed, there
are no construction contract disputes that affect schedule, no
excuses for poor performance, no scope creep, and no state sen-
ators demanding leniency for a campaign contributor who also
bends rebar.

Governments demand far higher performance and inno-
vation from their private PPP partners and far stronger finan-
cial guarantees than they do from contractors on convention-
al public works projects. In addition to the normal surety
bonds for public works, design-builders in a PPP must also
provide a parent-company warranty equal to 40% of the con-
struction cost, and a letter of credit equal to 10% of construc-
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tion costs to cover any liquidated damages for late comple-
tion. Penalties for under-performance get paid, not litigated.

There is growing evidence in Canada and the U.S. that
PPP projects are being built for considerably less than public
projects. In the most recent example, Pennsylvania’s DOT
figures it saved $300 million by bundling 558 bridge replace-
ment projects into a single DBFM contract and asking the
most capable contractors in the country to compete for the
work. Which they did, and very aggressively—the top two
bids were $10 million apart on an $890-million DB contract.

Brian Kendro, who ran the “Rapid Bridges” procurement
for PennDOT, explains the tight bids this way: “I think it
shows the US PPP market is continuing to mature both on the
public side and the private side. Public agencies are present-
ing a well-defined scope and more than enough information to
bidders to accurately price projects which helps to minimize
the amount of contingency cost baked into their price propos-
als and improve value-for-money. On the private side it shows
just how intense the competition is and will continue to be.
You simply can’t afford to leave any stone unturned in terms
of innovation because it will likely be the difference between
winning and losing.”

On average, Macquarie found that PPP projects in the U.S.
are approximately 15% less expensive than traditional public
sector procurements, even for more complicated projects like
the Denver FasTracks Eagle P3 (see p. 5). For this project, the
winning bid was $300 million below the estimate and a year

shorter than the schedule.

To summarize, DBFOM delivery of big infrastructure
combines the public benefits of accelerated delivery of ser-
vice improvements, on-time completion, a growing record
on first-cost savings, and public budget certainty on both
capital and long-term maintenance costs. Public agencies
are transferring some risks of ownership, and for the first
time are getting valuable information from private bidders
on price, schedule, quality, accountability and other aspects
of megaproject management.

Competition for projects has never been greater, and the
availability and price of investment capital is optimal for
well-structured projects.

And yet, though PPPs may be the best tool in the toolbox
for restoring faith in big infrastructure, PPPs probably won’t
take a major share of the public works delivery market in the
U.S. Distrust of private profit motives, public agency inertia,
and deal complexity are some of the reasons.

PPPs and Charter Schools

In some ways, PPPs and charter schools have a lot in com-
mon. Neither are going to replace a powerful public bureau-
cracy whose outcomes are heavily disguised. By building a
record of measurable success, however, both alternative
delivery models are raising the bar on what is an acceptable
outcome and how to get there. �

THE CHALLENGE OF

CHARTER SCHOOLS
by John F. Cozzi,
Board Chairman

KIPP New Jersey

Charter schools are publicly funded,
privately managed enterprises designed
to deliver a public good. They are inde-
pendently managed, but subject to a
higher level of transparency and
accountability than comparable munici-
pally managed schools. That's impor-
tant because there is not just price dis-
covery, but outcomes discovery (i.e.,
charters really can get superior out-
comes with the same or less funding,
especially in inner city settings, which
no one thought was possible). Details
about academic quality, progress and

accountability are also revealed in the
charter school system.

Charter schools compete in an arena
where the outcomes of their public
competitors are not transparent and do
not trigger changes. For example, the
outcomes at a school system in a
wealthy town typically benefits from
the nature of the children sent there.
One expects the children in Greenwich,
CT to do well in large part because of
the environment they live in. We never
ask public schools, "I'm giving you a
child with this much potential, are you
returning a child who achieved more or
less than that potential?" Perhaps they
are, but measurement data generally is
not collected or transparent.

One educational model worth look-

ing at is the "relinquishment" theory,
presently only being implemented in
New Orleans, but now being debuted in
Camden, NJ. The idea here is that the
government is not particularly good at
running schools, so it should relinquish
management and instead just regu-
late/track/specify. In New Orleans,
almost all of the schools are managed
by independent groups (charters) but
accountable to a central Board of
Education.

If they do not perform they are
closed. Success relies not just on good
independent operators but on the gov-
ernment being effective in evaluating
and acting on performance. Maybe this
concept will help frame some of the
arguments for infrastructure PPPs. �
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Introducing private sector capital in
a PPP does more than alleviate fiscal
burdens on a State. It creates the
opportunity for government to shift
risk to the private sector, enhance effi-
ciencies, enforce operating standards
and optimize whole-life project costs.

An example that illustrates the value
of shifting risks to the private sector is
the South Bay Expressway in California.
The project was procured by Caltrans as
part of a PPP demonstration program. It
was capitalized in 2003 with a combina-
tion of senior debt in the form of project
loans from eleven banks, subordinated
debt provided through the Federal gov-
ernment’s TIFIA program, and private
sector equity.

In March 2010, due in large part to

the economic crisis that resulted in
lower-than-expected traffic and rev-
enues, the road was forced to file for
bankruptcy. The private sector equity
was wiped out entirely, thus taking the
first loss in the project. But the taxpay-
er-funded TIFIA debt was elevated to
the same priority as the senior debt due
to a built-in “springing lien” feature.

As part of the restructuring, the
overall quantum of debt was reduced,
and the TIFIA creditors were given a
pro-rata equity stake and a vote on the
board of directors. Had this project
been funded through traditional
Federal and state grants and municipal
debt, taxpayers and municipal bond
holders would not have been cush-
ioned from any of the losses in this
bankruptcy. �

EVIDENCE OF CONSTRUCTION COST SAVINGS ACHIEVED WITH PPP MODEL

DBFOM Concession Bids Beat Public Design-Build Comparator In I-70 East VfM

PSC=Public Sector Comparator VfM=Value for Money ATC=Alternative Technical Concepts
Source: Macquarie VfM Report, I-70 East, December 2013

Value for Money
Special Report

Please turn to page 14 for a spe-
cial report on the evolution of the
VfM approach in the U.S., includ-
ing:

• A public owner’s perpective on
why PPP procurements flop.

• How to achieve a defensible VfM
report.

• FHWA’s new approach to busi-
ness-case analysis that could
give PPPs credit for accelerated
delivery of infrastructure ser-
vices.

BANKRUPTCY AND P3S
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF DEFERRED
MAINTENANCE

“Rough Roads Ahead” released by Oregon DOT (ODOT)
this month looked at how the state’s economy will perform
if its roads and bridges are maintained in good condition
versus how it will perform if highways are allowed to con-
tinue to deteriorate.

One-time infusions of state money and predictable federal
grants have been enough to improve and maintain the system
over the past 10 years. That’s changing now. Maintenance
budgets, already funded at just 80% of needs, will consume all
highway dollars by 2025. High debt and other factors are
chewing up modernization dollars.

ODOT’s dilemma is matched in many other states. What’s
different is that ODOT has hired a sophisticated modeler to
estimate the statewide economic impacts of failing to maintain
its transportation assets. The numbers are startling:

• Forecast road and bridge deterioration will reduce Oregon
GDP by $94 billion through 2035.

• Overall job creation in Oregon will be reduced by
100,000 jobs by 2035.

• Road and bridge deterioration in Oregon could be halt-
ed by increasing investment by $8 billion through 2035.

• Return on investment would be 12-1.

• Failure to act will increased vehicle operating costs by an
estimated $380 a year for a medium sedan due to lower fuel
efficiency, more worn out tires, and paying for more repairs
like alignments.

• Deteriorating conditions will force ODOT to load-limit
bridges, forcing lengthy truck detours that increase trans-
portation costs for Oregon businesses, making them less
competitive—and increasing costs for consumers as well.

A major Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake would
cause most bridges in western Oregon to collapse or be ren-
dered unusable, making recovery and response difficult. An
economic analysis found that strengthening key highways
could reduce the state’s economic loss by $84 billion after an
earthquake. ODOT’s seismic plan would strengthen key life-
line routes over the next 50 years by retrofitting bridges and
repairing them and replacing them where it’s more cost effec-
tive. This will meet a portion of the bridge needs and help
reduce the loss of jobs due to deteriorating system condi-
tion—even if Oregon avoids a major earthquake. �
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On November 23rd, CBS’s “60 Minutes” aired a segment
called “Falling Apart: America’s Neglected Infrastructure.”
Its centerpiece was structurally deficient bridges in
Pittsburgh, one of which has a structure built underneath it
to prevent falling concrete from hitting vehicles on the high-
way below. Former DOT Secretary Ray LaHood and former
Pennsylvania Gov. Ed Rendell intoned the usual solution:
much higher fuel taxes.

Pennsylvania is a poster child for both structurally defi-
cient and functionally obsolete bridges, but it is not typical
of most states, as “60 Minutes” implied. Only a handful of
states (including Connecticut, Hawaii, Massachusetts, and
New York) have serious bridge problems. In most states,
with lower overall percentages, the majority of their prob-
lems are functional obsolescence. But in Pennsylvania,
structurally deficient bridges outnumber those with insuffi-
cient lanes.

A less sensational look at the impact of bridge problems
was recently released by the Oregon DOT. “Rough Roads
Ahead” reports that with current funding, it will be impos-
sible to maintain the mostly good conditions of that state’s
roads and bridges, and presents the findings of an econom-
ic analysis estimating the impact on goods movement (and
hence to Oregon’s economy) if ODOT has to implement
highway and bridge funding triage over the next two
decades. It’s not a pretty picture.

What I find troubling about these and other reports
lamenting the troubled state of U.S. infrastructure is the lack
of discussion about perverse incentives built into the way
we do highways in this country. Both elected officials and
contractors (in the traditional design-bid-build world) face
incentives that lead to getting far less bang for the buck out
of surface transportation budgets.

Legislators want to have as many ribbon-cutting projects
as possible that they can claim credit for, so they press their
DOT to make the construction budget go as far as possible.
That leads to barely adequate pavement standards that lead
to much greater need for maintenance over a highway’s use-
ful life. They exacerbate this problem by allocating a larger

fraction of the transportation budget to construction (new or
replacement) than to maintenance.

Contractors in the DBB world have every incentive to
play along with this system. They can bid low to get the job
and usually justify costly change orders during construction.
And unless there are serious daily cost penalties for late
completion, they have few incentives to make sure projects
get completed on time. An extreme example was the notori-
ous Big Dig project in Boston, but mega-projects in general
are well-known for large-scale cost overruns and late com-
pletion.

If we really want to get the most real output of transporta-
tion infrastructure from however much money is available,
these perverse incentives must be confronted and changed.
In this regard, the growing use of PPP concessions offers a

FIXING HIGHWAY SPENDING INCENTIVES
BY ROBERT W. POOLE JR.

Energy, water and  
environmental services  

for sustainability  
and human progress

twi�er: @veolia_na
www.veolianorthamerica.com

Transportation Policy
Review



real paradigm shift. In a design-build-finance-operate-
maintain concession, the concession company has very dif-
ferent incentives from a DBB construction contractor.
Since the concessionaire will be the de-facto owner of the
project for the long term of the agreement, it has a power-
ful incentive to minimize not the initial construction cost
but the life-cycle cost of the project. Furthermore, under
either a toll concession or an availability-pay (AP) conces-
sion, proper ongoing maintenance is a requirement of the
agreement, besides being something the concessionaire has
a strong incentive to do, so as not to lose customers to alter-
native routes. The concessionaire also faces strong incen-
tives to get the project finished on time and open to traffic,
so as to get the revenue stream flowing to start paying the
debt service it has taken on.

Reinforcing these incentives is dedicated funding. In an
AP concession, that revenue stream is contractually guaran-
teed, subject of course to appropriation risk in future years.
With a toll concession, the revenue stream depends on both
the value proposition being offered to customers and the
soundness of the traffic and revenue projection on which
the project was financed.

To illustrate the difference this paradigm shift can make,
consider this country’s number one unfunded infrastructure
need: reconstructing and modernizing the entire Interstate
highway system—a $1-to-2 trillion project (depending on
whose numbers you believe) that is currently not funded.
The conventional wisdom (of “60 Minutes” and various
advocacy groups) is to enact a large increase in the federal
gasoline and diesel taxes. But even if the huge political

opposition to doing this could be overcome, the proceeds
would almost certainly be used to bail out the Highway
Trust Fund. And in that scenario, every single interest
group would lobby hard (probably successfully) for its pro-
portionate share of the increase—for transit, bike lanes,
sidewalks, recreational trails, highway safety grants, etc.
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By contrast, consider a scenario in which states get the
option to self-fund the reconstruction of their Interstates
using dedicated revenues from all-electronic tolling. Every
dollar thus collected can and should be used to finance that
massive reconstruction and widening program, including
all the bridges on that system that need replacement or
refurbishment. And if the state in question wants to do the
program right, it would use the PPP concession model to
ensure that the replacement facilities are built durably so as
to minimize life-cycle costs, and with strong incentives
(and funding) in place to guarantee proper ongoing mainte-
nance. Under these circumstances, the second-generation
Interstate system would be better-designed, better-built, and
better-maintained than its aging predecessor.

Moreover, an important bonus for any state choosing this
way forward would be that by self-funding its Interstate
reconstruction and maintenance program, it would free up
its existing federal and state highway money to tackle its
many non-Interstate bridges and highways that need repair,
expansion, or replacement.

Yes, we do need more investment in America’s highway
system. But simply pumping more dollars into a flawed sys-
tem will not generate the greatest bang for the buck. Only a
system that changes the perverse incentives of America’s
traditional system for highway building will do that. �
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Unusually fierce competition on
the Pennsylvania Rapid Bridges and
Portsmouth, Ohio PPPs resulted in
razor thin bid spreads last month that
shocked the competing teams and
gratified the public owners.

Bryan A. Kendro, who ran
PennDOT’s procurement, says
DBFOM teams are scrambling more
than ever to find every possible savings or innovation to
improve their chances of winning.

The bid spread on the Portsmouth Bypass DBFM pro-
ject in Ohio was less than 0.2%, or $50,000 on a base of
$25,884,800 (lowest maximum annual payment). The total
project cost is $819 million.

In Pennsylvania, the construction prices for the three
best-value bids for replacing
558 bridges were within $10
million of each other on an
$899-million project. The
team with the second low
price was selected as the pre-
ferred bidder on the basis of
its technical score. On a scale
of 100, the combined score
for Plenary/Walsh was
ranked 0.37 points (0.39%)
above the next closest com-
petitor, Infrared/Kiewit.

The probable causes are
specific to these projects
rather than due to a shift in the competitive landscape for
PPP projects, say the companies that bid them. The areas
where DBFM teams could find savings on these two tight-
ly defined and relatively straightforward projects were
apparent to all the bidders, they say.

“I think the tightness in bids may reflect the limited
innovation allowed in some of these projects, and there-
fore, technical teams traveling the same general path,” says
Meridiam’s Joseph Aiello.

Thomas W. Pelnik III, Senior Vice President of
Business Development for ACS Infrastructure
Development, Inc., agrees. “The areas where teams could
find savings were likely apparent to all,” he says, “and the
likely alternatives were also more limited.”

Bid spreads for six earlier projects
were wider:

> For Indiana DOT’s I-69 upgrade,
the winner was 30% below the next
most competitive price (best value
award price $370 million on 4/14).

> For Florida DOT’s I-4 Ultimate
managed lanes, the winner was 6.6%

below the next most competitive price (best value
award price $2.232 billion 4/14).

> For the Port Authority NY/NJ’s Goethals Bridge, the
bid spread was 7.2% on a best-value award price of $1.5
billion in 11/13.

> For Denver RTD’s Eagle P3 rail, the bid spread was
20% on a best-value award price of $2.046 billion in

8/10.

> For Texas DOT’s I-635
managed lanes, the bid spread
was 50% on a best-value
award price of $2.615 billion
in 6/10.

> For Florida DOT’s Port of
Miami Tunnel, the bid spread
was 50% on a best-value
award price of $1.07 billion in
10/09.

> For Florida DOT’s I-595
managed lanes—the bid

spread was 30% on a best-value award price $1.83-bil-
lion in 3/09.

Commentary—Public Sector

Bryan A. Kendro, Director, PennDOT Office of
Policy & PPPs

Tight bids: What message should other state DOTs take
away from your bidding result?

“I think it shows the US P3 market is continuing to
mature both on the public side and the private side.
Agencies are presenting a well-defined scope and more
than enough information to bidders to accurately price pro-
jects which helps to minimize the amount of contingency

VERY TIGHT BID SPREADS BEG EXPLANATION

PPP BID SPREADS CHANGING

Penn DOT Rapid Bridges 0.4%
Ohio DOT Portsmouth Bypass 0.2%
I-69 upgrade 30%
Florida DOT I-4 Ultimate 6.6%
PANY/NJ Goethals Bridge 7.2%
Denver RTD Eagle P3 20%
Texas DOT I-635 50%
Florida DOT Port of Miami Tunnel 50%
Florida DOT I-595 30%

Source: Public Works Financing/Macquarie



cost baked into their price proposals and improve value for
money. On the private side it shows just how intense the
competition is and will continue to be, you simply can’t
afford to leave any stone unturned in terms of innovation
because it will likely be the difference between winning and
losing. The other issue it raises is whether or not there’s a
place in procurements for BAFO’s, which can be a four let-
ter word to bidders but from the public perspective, there is
likely some value being left on the table.”

What was the impact of prequalifying four vs. three
teams? Any advice for other DOTs?

“I think if you could guarantee me that three really strong
teams will all be there in the end to submit a strong propos-
al, then that is very likely the most cost effective and effi-
cient procurement process for both sides. The problem how-
ever is a myriad of things could happen that might cause a
team to withdraw from the process.

As a project sponsor I don’t want to be left with only two
teams. To some extent it reduces the competitive tension
and the amount of leverage the agency has when discussing
the terms of various risk transfers.”

Can you share some details of the cost savings?

“The roughly $300 million in Design and Construction
cost savings was pretty consistent with our internal cost esti-
mates, especially since we’ve seen an up-tick in bid prices
with the growth of our traditional program following the
transportation funding bill enacted last year. Contractors
aren’t quite as hungry as they maybe were a year or two ago
in the state, so bid prices have actually probably normalized
somewhat which represents a slight increase to what the
Department had been paying on similar jobs.”

Mike Wawszkiewicz, Senior Project Director, Ohio
DOT Division of Innovative Delivery

“From my perspective, the small range in bid prices for
Portsmouth Bypass is not related to lack of innovation. The

extremely small difference among the
bids was directly related to the clarity of
the contract documents, including the
technical provisions, and a highly com-
petitive environment among three very
qualified proposers.

“ODOT had a clear vision of the ele-
ments that were critical to successfully
providing a safe roadway that met the pro-
ject goals. The Request for Proposals
clearly communicated this vision and
helped ensure that each proposer was not
bidding on a materially different project.
Ultimately, ODOT feels the procurement
approach allowed for significant innova-
tion. In lieu of the standard baseline of
prescriptive construction and design spec-
ifications, ODOT relied primarily on per-
formance based output specifications.

12 Public Works Financing /November 2014
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This allowed each proposer to have maximum flexibility in
their approach to life cycle management of the roadway with-
out requesting a multitude of alternative technical concepts.
We believe that the performance based specification require-
ments were clear and allowed for a very competitive procure-
ment process that resulted in great savings for ODOT.

“Specifically, the successful proposer’s design and con-
struction costs were approximately 15% below the costs
developed during the FHWAMajor Project Cost Estimating
Workshop. Additionally, since we are allowing flexibility in
design and construction specifications, ODOT will be able
to assess new design methods, construction methods, and
construction materials for applicability to other ODOT con-
struction projects on a programmatic scale. ODOT feels
that we received great value while still maintaining our
vision for the Bypass.

“With respect to reverse engineering our first PPP, I think
that we had a very good experience. As with many P3 pro-
jects, there were legal and technical issues that arose during
procurement that required some critical thinking to keep the
project moving forward. In an ideal world, all of these legal
and technical issues would be addressed prior to initiating
the procurement.”

Commentary—Private Sector

Gregory Ciambrone, Vice President of Strategic
Investments for The Walsh Group

The recent tight bids that we have seen on Portsmouth
and PA Bridges is a reflection that many developers and
contractors are doing a better job in pricing the risk and true
cost of the underlying transaction.

However, we were surprised by the recent tight bids for

construction pricing on Portsmouth Bypass
and PA Bridges, especially the PA Bridges
project given the scope of that project. Our
expectation is that for a competitive pro-
curement with responsible bidders, overall
scoring (technical and price) should be
tight (within 5%) provided the project’s
scope is well-defined and as financing
becomes more standardized and developer
return thresholds normalize as the market
matures.

There may always be an outlier such as
we saw on INDOT’s I-69 Section 5 project
earlier this year in which the winning bid-
der’s construction price was substantially
less (approximately 30%) than the three

other competitors. In that project, the project scope was
quite simple with no material design innovations so the win-
ning bidder must have found a more efficient way to build
the project or bid aggressively for other business reasons as
it is highly unlikely the unsuccessful contractors bid the pro-
ject with 30% in fee and contingencies.

State DOTs should continue to allow for innovation and
alternative technical concepts (ATCs) in an effort to stimu-
late even greater competition and an improvement in value
for money. The more innovation allowed should equate to
greater price differentiation. �
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Public Works Financing asked a senior public official
leading a procurement for a major PPP project to explain
why the findings of value-for-money studies are sometimes
ignored by politicians, leading to the sudden cancellation of
some projects as P3s. Here is his opinion, expressed anony-
mously, as requested:

“In the U.S. there have been a succession of projects that
were originally conceived as DBFOM PPPs that have fallen
back to a municipal finance model and more
conventional design-build or design-bid-
build delivery method. The most recent
examples include Project Neon in Nevada,
Phoenix Loop 202, the Knik Arm Crossing
in Alaska, and the ARTI Project in
California. In some of these cases the cost of
capital advantage of municipal finance over
the P3 was cited by public officials as an
important factor driving this decision.

In most, if not all of these cases, a value-for money-study
(VfM) was conducted by the public champions of P3s, and
showed a life-cycle benefit from the DBFOM approach.

The basic question is whether VfM works to support a PPP
in a country where there is a $3 trillion muni bond market (and

an army of muni bond bankers to argue their case)? A series of
interviews with industry insiders (who requested anonymity)
revealed the following thoughts on the subject:

Value for Money Skeptics

A VfM analysis is designed to help predict the all-in costs
over the useful life of a project, based on careful analysis of the
cost of risks as allocated under the compared project delivery

methods. The cost of capital is one of many
costs. Muni financing does have a cost of
funds advantage. (When it is not a project
financing, however, muni financing has a
potential opportunity cost that is almost
never considered.) The question in the U.S.
market is whether that cost advantage car-
ries other baggage in terms of public sector
risks that drive up the total project costs. A
DBFOM PPP is disadvantaged regarding

the cost of funds, but it is advantaged over other methods
regarding risk-adjusted design and construction costs and
schedules.

Government CFO’s and policy makers often don’t under-
stand this part of project delivery, and therefore, usually are
skeptical about the value of PPP methods and the value of risk

WHY P3 PROCUREMENTS FLOP

THE COLD CHILL OF

POLITICS

Two recent examples of the risk of
politics have sent a chill through the P3
community.

Maryland’s Republican Governor-
elect Larry Hogan has cast doubt on the
$2.45-billion Purple Line transit project
procurement on grounds that the 35-
year DBFOM project would be too
expensive and would divert funds from
roads. If anti-tax champion Hogan kills
what would be only the second transit
DBFOM project in the U.S., it will be
the worst blow ever taken by the P3
industry.

Four powerhouse teams were short-
listed a year ago and are supposed to
submit proposals in January. A member
of one team is optimistic that the new

governor won’t cancel a project that’s
been on Maryland DOT’s books for 30
years and in procurement since early
2013. Hogan “needed to be against
something in his campaign, and will
come to his senses soon,” he predicts.

The finalists have agreed to a 60-day
postponement of the bid date and all are
expected to provide responsive bids.
That will give time for supporters in
Montgomery and Prince George’s
counties to make their case for funding
the 16.2-mile light rail with 21 stations
running east-west between Bethesda
and New Carrollton, MD.

In Philadelphia, personal animosity
between the mayor and a few city coun-
cil members resulted in a council vote
this month not to hold hearings on a
$1.86-billion offer for the city’s natural
gas distribution system.

Connecticut-based UIL Holdings
Corp. spent $23 million to prepare its
offer and arrange bank financing. A
proposed asset purchase contract has
been available for review since March.
The City Council’s consultant reported
that the terms of the offer from UIL met
all of the council’s financial criteria.
And UIL has agreed to codify work-
force protections and subsidies for low-
income customers.

If the city’s political leaders can’t
agree to pass an ordinance approving
the contract this month, the offer will
expire on Dec. 31. If it does, this will be
the second time in Pennsylvania that a
full-value offer for a poorly managed
public asset will have been rejected
without a hearing on the merits; the first
being the $12.8-billion offer for the
Pennsylvania Turnpike that was solicit-
ed by Gov. Ed Rendell in 2008. �

“At the end of the day,
the best delivery and
financing method is the
one that can get done,
both in the marketplace
and politically.”



transfer. VfM analysis is a useful but imperfect tool that is
potentially subject to manipulation in valuing the risks, stimu-
lating that skepticism. “If it were my own money on the line, I
wouldn’t buy it,” says a former state DOT CEO.

Long Money, Short Election Cycles

Framing the question in terms of lower cost of capital vs.
life-cycle costs and risk allocation does not capture the
opportunity costs of public financing when not done under a
project finance structure. More importantly, it does not cap-
ture the political cost/risk of doing something new and dif-
ferent like a PPP. A satisfactory definition of political risk—
or more precisely the risk of politics—has not been devel-
oped, nor a means to quantify it. But political risk is demon-
strably real. To paraphrase the late House Speaker Tip
O’Neil, it is very local, extremely temporal, and very indi-
vidual.

Of all the risks associated with a PPP project, political risk
is the one that has the most direct and immediate impact on pol-
icy makers. In this formulation, the cost of capital vs. life-cycle
discussion is displaced by a political discussion that cannot be
framed in monetary terms necessary for a VfM study. The
quantitative analyses generated by VfM often has little effect
on the political decision, because elected and appointed offi-
cials also answer to risks affecting their political or job survival
that are independent of project economics.

Appointed public officials rarely get out ahead of the elect-
ed officials that pay them. For that reason, in government, the
best delivery and financing method is the one that can get done,
both in the marketplace and politically.

One big political barrier to the use of PPPs is the long-term
contractual commitment. Elected officials do not necessarily
make decisions based on what is best in the long run. The next
generation will not reelect them and the upcoming election is
on the near-term horizon. Similarly, they recoil from making
decisions that contractually commit long-term future govern-
ment costs and the inherent uncertainty about the ability to fund
those costs.

The contractual cost optics (in nominal dollars) of a DB
contract for capital cost only vs. a long-term PPP concession
can be politically dangerous. This risk is exacerbated by a dis-
trust of a private sector motivated by profits, and the fact that
many of the companies that stand to benefit from developing
and operating a PPP project in the U.S. are foreign.

Another potential political risk for those officials is tolling of
facilities. While the risk is big enough with new bridges and
tunnels, it can really be daunting with highways. An important
piece of the educational task is to decouple PPPs from tolling.
There is a broad assumption that tolling is an ineluctable feature
of transportation PPPs (putting aside transit). Yet P3s are sim-
ply a transactional model, a project delivery methodology,
involving a broader role and responsibility for the private sector
than traditional forms of project delivery. Whether tolling is
necessary to fund a project is a separate discussion, and the
tolling decision does not depend on whether a PPP or a tradi-
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tional method is used. If there is tolling, there may or may not
be a PPP. And if there is a PPP, there may or may not be tolling.

“I Thought We’d Moved Past All This”

A large contractor that got stung by the cancellation of the
ARTI project, Neon and the Highway 202 PPP project in
Phoenix, says, “I thought we’d moved past all this. All of these
projects had a VfM that favored PPP but they turned them
against us.”

Experiences like these lead to the conclusion that on a

national basis, the use of PPPs will go through cycles until they
become an “acceptable” form of delivering public infrastruc-
ture. This will take three things: many proven successes (we
are getting there); new transactional models that recognize
evolving infrastructure, capital, and political markets; and edu-
cation, which is well underway at FHWA and various trade
associations.

These efforts are necessary exercises to create an environ-
ment that reduces political risks of PPP projects. It would also
help if the states and/or the federal government required VfM
analyses, meeting good industry standards, for every major
project—e.g. over $500 million. That will start to get govern-
ment CFOs, as well as government elected officials and
appointed staff, engaged, educated and familiar with VfM and
the benefits of re-imagined allocations of responsibilities and
risks.

In terms of the original cost of capital question, TIFIA
goes a long way toward leveling the playing field, as do
Private Activity Bonds (PABs), but it sure would help if
Congress would remove AMT from transportation PABs
and place private financing on equal footing with govern-
ment financing.

Closing Thoughts

If there is one trend in the electorate, it is that people want
better government service for less cost. They want govern-
ment to be more efficient and at the same time improve ser-
vice delivery. Over time, this is what P3s offer when used in
the right circumstances. We call it life-cycle cost efficiency;
everyone else calls it cheaper and better. As we go through
the evolutionary cycles, let’s hope and believe that this is
what gets learned and leads to acceptance of P3s as a main-
stream tool. �

More and more state and local governments are exploring the
use of public-private partnerships (“P3s”) to deliver their
investment projects. Officials are not only using P3s to attract
private capital to deliver more public investments, but also to
employ private capital in a way that incentivizes improved pro-
ject delivery. This results in “more bang for your buck,” or
“Value-for-Money” in P3 community slang. That is what P3s
can and should be all about.

Carrying out a Value-for-Money (VfM) assessment should
help identify the attractiveness of a P3 solution for a specific

project. While the intent is excellent, the application of the
assessment tool in U.S. projects has proven challenging or even
problematic.

State and local governments are struggling with the
approach, sometimes leading to confusion and skepticism. The
good news is that understanding the benefits and drawbacks of
VfM assessment results in a more sound and realistic VfM
assessment approach that facilitates better understanding and
decision-making on project delivery models and even con-
tributes to better project delivery.

A DEFENSIBLE VALUE FOR MONEY APPROACH FOR THE U.S.
by Marcel Ham, IMG Rebel
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VfM assessment is meant to compare P3 and conventional
delivery methods for the same investment project and thereby
answer the question, “Which delivery method provides the
‘best deal’ for implementing my project?” The concept is rela-
tively straight-forward:

1. At its core, VfM assessment is a structured and apples-to-
apples comparison of a project’s cash flows under several
delivery models. However difficult that may be in prac-
tice, it is hard to disagree with a fair and structured analy-
sis.

2. VfM assessment should fully consider all life-cycle rev-
enues, costs and risks. This seems a smart idea, even if the
project (eventually) is procured conventionally.

3. VfM assessment should support (early) decision-making on
delivery methods. The approach itself does not claim to
replace decision-making, but should at the very least be a
useful foundation for decision-making.

The concept sounds wonderful, yet the real-life application
of VfM assessment may have some significant, interrelated
problems:

VfM assessment is not necessarily easy. The details of the
analysis can be complicated for infrastructure professionals not
familiar with financial concepts. Moreover, in many projects
the VfM assessment can easily turn into a numbers-juggling
exercise (especially on the financing side). The financial mod-
els that are used for VfM assessments sometimes qualify as
true black boxes that only financial “whiz kids” can under-
stand. Such VfM assessments may confuse decision-making
rather than clarify it.

VfM assessment in practice often overemphasizes the
quantitative analysis. The quality of the quantitative analysis
is completely dependent on the quality of the inputs.
Unfortunately, the lack of reliable data is a global issue, which
makes it impossible to reach a high level of precision. This is
not only true for the financial benefits and costs of P3 solu-
tions, as reflected in the P3 side of the comparison (”Shadow
Bid” in VfM assessment jargon), but also for long-term cost
estimates and valuation of risks under conventional project
delivery (“Public Sector Comparator”).

VfM assessment at times is seen as a punch-list item that
just has to be done to justify already-made decisions. This
often leads to the appearance of manipulation of numbers,
which then, of course, diminishes the value of the analysis in
decision-making and outreach.

What results is a hard-to-follow and often-debated calcula-
tion, that seems to have lost the connection with the underlying

concept of VfM, even to the extent that most people believe
that “Value-for-Money” refers solely to the narrow calculation
exercise and not to the value that can be created by applying
incentives to deliver: timely and high-quality transportation
services; industry innovation; life-cycle costing, efficient risk
allocation.

Does this mean that we should give up on VfM assessment
or stop striving for better project delivery? No, of course not,

FHWA’s New Business Case Tool
Would Quantify Benefits of

Accelerated Delivery

FHWA has been working for the past year to
devise a benefit-cost analysis (BCA) method that
would give VfM credit to the DBFOM option for
helping state DOTs to accelerate completion of long-
planned projects that couldn’t be funded convention-
ally.

Once perfected in about a year, FHWA’s “educa-
tional spreadsheet tool” could substantially improve
the rationale for the P3 option, offsetting any advan-
tage from tax-exempt muni bond financing of non-P3
projects.

The effort to develop the new BCA tool is being
led by Patrick DeCorla-Souza, Public-Private
Partnerships Program Manager at the Federal
Highway Administration. He and Douglass B. Lee,
from the Volpe National Transportation System
Center, and Mark Sullivan, Senior Advisor, Office of
Innovative Program Delivery at FHWA will explain
their framework for a new BCA at the Transportation
Research Board annual meeting in January.

The aim of the BCA tool is to describe an applica-
ble framework and develop estimating methods and
principles for making choices on valid empirical
grounds as to whether a P3 method will be better than
a conventional method for a given context.

Booz Allen Hamilton and IMG Rebel are advising
FHWA and Volpe on developing the tool, integrating
it with FHWA’s existing value-for-money guidebook
and testing it on actual cases. Lack of data and poor
documentation in general have hampered FHWA’s
effort during the past year, leading to some caution on
when the new tool might be available. �
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but we should make some adjustments in the way we are doing
it:

1. We should continue collecting more data with respect to the
components of the VfM assessment, to create both better
long-term cost and risk information on conventional delivery
and more reliable expectations with respect to P3 delivery.
This fits well with the ambitions of many public agencies to
further professionalize their asset management systems and
implement P3s.

2. We should emphasize the qualitative analysis of expected
differences between delivery models. Public agencies often
find that it is useful to discuss the potential value-driving
mechanisms of the P3 delivery option with the project stake-
holders, thereby creating a better understanding of the differ-
ences between P3 and conventional delivery methods. The
identification of differences between delivery models and
other considerations related to implementation of P3s will
enrich the VfM assessment with components that cannot
easily be monetized. The latest FHWA guidance on VfM
assessment supports this approach and leaves room for
agency-specific circumstances and preferences.

3. We should use a staged approach instead of the one-time
assessment to support the initial decision on the delivery
model. That initial decision is crucial but its meaning should
not be exaggerated. The actual structuring of the P3 arrange-
ment typically only starts after that initial decision and con-
tinues throughout the further project preparation and pro-
curement. The actual deal structuring ultimately determines
the extent to which the expected VfM is realized. This justi-
fies a continued focus on VfM, which is facilitated by the
periodic update of the VfM assessment.

These three points together suggest that VfM
should be conducted in stages:

1. In the early stages a VfM assessment should
focus on: a) the analysis of the potential value-dri-
ving mechanisms of the P3 delivery option; b) a
sound qualitative analysis of all the differences
between delivery models; and c) a relatively simple
high-level quantitative assessment.

2. In later stages, the availability of more infor-
mation on both the project and the delivery model
allows for, and even requires, a more detailed quanti-
tative analysis.

3. Thorough VfM assessments post-bid and
even post-completion should generate more data on
actual P3 performance, which can inform VfM
assessments on future projects.

If we follow this approach, VfM assessment can become
what it was intended to be—a structured comparison includ-
ing both qualitative and quantitative elements that supports
decision-making, communication, and outreach. �

Marcel Ham is co-founder and co-owner of RebelGroup
and principal in IMG Rebel. The Bethesda MD financial and
strategic advisory firm advised FHWA on its advanced guide-
line on VfM assessment, on its model P3 contract guides and on
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� Shortlist For St. John, NB Water
The city of Saint John, New Brunswick, has shortlisted three
teams for its P3 water project, which includes a DBFOM
plant and DBF work on the distribution system. The capital
cost is expected to be over Cdn $200 million. The plant, the
first for the city of 70,000, will have a capacity of 75 million
liters a day. The shortlist is:

• Port City Water Partnership, with Forum Equity Partners,
CH2M Hill, Kenaidan Contracting and Dillon
Consulting;

• Port City Water Solutions with Meridiam Infrastructure,
Bird Construction, American Water, and Tetra Tech; and

• Port City Water Partners, headed by Brookfield, with
Acciona and North American Construction.

The provincial and federal governments have each
agreed to contribute up to Cdn $57.3 million.

� Shortlists for Saskatchewan Schools
The P3 agency in Saskatchewan has broken up an 18-school
project into two bundles, and shortlisted the same three con-
sortiums for both bundles.

“Local industry expressed a lot of concern about their
ability to compete in a bundle of 18 schools,” said
SaskBuilds spokeswoman Sarah Harrison.

Provincial businesses had complained about the fear of
being frozen out of big government projects and SaskBuilds
recently opened a new branch called Priority Saskatchewan
to ensure provincial businesses “are treated fairly” when
bidding on government contracts.

The joint-use schools (they’ll have public and Catholic
schools on one site) include a bundle of three schools in the
capital, Regina, and a second bundle with four schools in the
largest city, Saskatoon, and two schools in other nearby
communities.

The teams include Joint Use Mutual Partnership, headed
by Concert Infrastructure; Plenary Education, led by
Plenary Group; and Tandem Education Partners, with
Gracorp and Balfour Beatty.

� Trouble For SNC At McGill Hospital
SNC-Lavalin is at the center of a series of controversies
over its Cdn $1.3-billion McGill University Health Centre
hospital in Montreal. The P3 project is beset by financial
problems and is in a major dispute with the Quebec govern-
ment, which has now been asked to buy the hospital back
from the P3 group to save taxpayers billions.

The project has been troubled from the beginning, when
Quebec’s auditor-general concluded in 2009 that it would
have been cheaper if it had been done conventionally. That
thread was picked up recently in a report by economists at
the Institut de recherche et d’informations socio-
économiques, who said buying back McGill and another
Montreal superhospital project would save the province Cdn
$4 billion.

The government has not responded so far, but it is facing
charges of up to Cdn $180 million more for the fixed-price
McGill contract. Normand Rinfret, the hospital’s CEO, said
the government, hospital and SNC were negotiating over the
extra costs. That’s a change in the government’s position,
which earlier this year said most of the payments SNC was
seeking were for unauthorized work, with only about Cdn
$8 million of the total approved.

The hospital has not been a success for SNC, which owns
60% of the consortium. Innisfree owns 40%. SNC reported
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in November that “unprofitable legacy fixed-price projects”
included a major hospital. It did not name McGill, but the
loss and the project have been linked. A criminal case
against Pierre Duhaime, former CEO, other former compa-
ny executives and former hospital head Arthur Porter, relat-
ed to Cdn $22.5 million paid to win the McGill contract, has
yet to come to trial. Robert Card, current CEO, told the
Globe and Mail recently that if the company itself is
charged, it will cease to exist, or be sold.

SNC was trading for nearly Cdn $59 a share in early
August, but had slid to the Cdn $44 range by late
November.

� Ellis Don Wins Saskatoon Ops Center
The city of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, has chosen Integrated
Team Solutions (ITS) for two facilities at a new Civic
Operations Center valued at Cdn $273 million over the 25-
year life of the contract.

One facility is a DBFM transit operations centre and the
other a DBFOM snow management facility (the city dispos-
es of up to 12,000 loads of snow a year). Capital cost is esti-
mated at Cdn $128 million. The federal PPP Canada Fund
is contributing up to Cdn $42.9 million. Mid-December is
financial close target, with operations beginning in late
2016 or early 2017.

ITS includes EllisDon Capital and Fengate Capital as
developer and finance leads; Kasian Architecture as design
lead, EllisDon Corp, as construction lead; and
CofelServices as facilities management lead. ITS was cho-
sen over teams led by Hochtief PPP Solutions North
America and Plenary Infrastructure.

. . . Latin American News

� Sacyr Moves Concessions to Chile
Spain’s Sacyr is upbeat on the Latin American P3 market
and has moved the headquarters of its concessions-opera-
tions division from Madrid to Santiago, Chile. From there it
will supervise a portfolio of Chilean P3 investments worth
US$2.8 billion and will run its 25 European holdings. It will
look for opportunities especially in Chile, Peru, Colombia,
and Brazil.

� Santiago Metro Line 7 Approved
Chile’s president Michelle Bachelet has unveiled a new
US$4.2-billion plan to expand Santiago’s metro. Chile will
contribute US$2.2 billion towards the new Line 7 with the
remainder coming from private investors, she said. Other
metro plans call for lengthening by 3.8 km the 22-km-long
Line 3, currently under construction, and extending by 5 km
the existing Line 2 at an overall cost of US$1.17 billion. It

was not clear whether these latter two projects would be
P3s.

Chile also also will rebid its Arturo Merino Benitez
Airport concession, which expires in September 2015. A
non-renewable 20-year DBFOM contract will be awarded
to undertake a US$730-million expansion of the airport. A
new international passenger terminal will handle some 70%
of Chile’s overseas traffic, while the existing terminal,
which currently serves both international and domestic pas-
sengers, will be upgraded and dedicated exclusively to
domestic service. The airport handled 15.3 million passen-
gers in 2013 and plans to double that.

The bid date for the concession has been reset from mid-
November to December 30. The roughly dozen prequalified
consortia asked for additional time to prepare bids. Chile
aims to pick a winning bidder in early 2015 for a phased
handover by September when the current concession ends.
The successful bidder will be the one that after deducting
operating expenses offers Chile the largest share from earn-
ings. The operator will obtain some 60% of revenues from
passenger boarding rights, charges for the use of hangars
and cargo facilities, duty-free shop leases, advertising space
and from the car park.

� Brazilian Tax Benefits To P3 Roads
Brazil has passed new tax incentives that will benefit high-
ways in developing regions and holders of recently granted
P3 road concessions such as Odebrecht and Queiroz
Galvao. Under federal decree “Regime Espècial de
Incentivos para o Desenvolvimento de Infraestrutura”
(Reidi) milestone payments and toll revenue on completed
sections of the highways will be exempt from federal taxes
during the construction period.

The Transport ministry selected PR-323, a cross-state route
in Paraná state in southern Brazil, to receive Reais 55.347
million (US$22.0 million) in Reidi benefits. Odebrecht
Transport Paricipaçoes, S.A. (OTP) signed a 30-year Reais
1.507-billion (US$595 million) DBFOM contract last
month to widen the 220-km long highway to four lanes.

Queiroz Galvao Engenharia (QG) has obtained tax bene-
fits worth Reais 121.5 million (US$48 million) for a 30-year
DBFOM contract to build BR-153 in the states of Goias and
Tocantin, in southeastern Brazil. The Reais 3.235-billion
(US$1.29 billion) upgrade includes four-laning 598 km of
the road by year six.

� Abertis Selling A CapEx Swap
Spanish toll road operator Abertis de Infraestructuras is tak-
ing to Chile and France the model it developed in Brazil to
extend the life of its road concessions. Abertis is trading
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new investment in the toll roads for extensions of the road-
s’ concession periods.

Abertis negotiated with Sâo Paulo state’s transportation
regulator (Artesp) a six-month extension, to mid-2019, of
SP 318 Autovias, in return for Reais 91 million (US$229
million) of new investment. Abertis will add 14 km to the
existing road, guaranteeing road quality and on-time deliv-
ery of the new segment. A catchment of 1.5 million resi-
dents will benefit.

In Chile, Abertis is in talks with the Public Works min-
istry about investing a combined Euro 500 million (US$645
million) in four roads in exchange for an additional 2 to 5
years on the four concessions. Abertis will put free-flow
electronic toll systems on three roads that depart from
Santiago: Autopista del Pacifíco (41-km linking Valparaiso
and Viña del Mar), Autopista del Sol (132-km road to San
Antonio), and Autopista de los Los Libertadores (115-km
route to Colina-Los Andes). Abertis will also build new
lanes and reversible traffic on Pacifico and improve the tun-
nels on Libertadores. On the fourth road, Elqui, a 229-km-
long highway between Los Vilos and La Serena, Abertis
wants to improve the urban segments.

Abertis is close to a similar deal with France with a plan
for Euro 590 million (US$750 million) of investment in
highways in exchange for a 2.5-year extension, on average,
of several concessions. The EU has already approved it.

� Portugal’s SCUT Workout Advances
With the cooperation of its concessionaires, Portugal is
moving to meet the challenge of reducing the federal deficit
impact of its once ambitious highway program by renegoti-
ation of road performance fees on its availability-payment
toll roads, including lower maintenance standards.

When the 2008 financial crisis hit, Portugal began talks
to ease out of a Euro 5-billion (US$6.5 billion capex) shad-
ow toll program by converting seven SCUTs, as shadow toll
roads were known locally, to P3 availability roads.

Shadow toll roads are toll-free and operators were paid
by the government by the number and class of vehicles that
used the roads. Under the availability-pay contract the oper-
ator’s risk is capped at a fixed fee for meeting performance
requirments.

In 2010, Portugal got a Euro 78-billion (US$97.5 billion)
bailout from the EU as part of an economic austerity pro-
gram. This required Portugal to find close to $1 billion in
SCUT savings, some 30%, over the life of the 25- to 30-year
SCUT road concessions.

All former SCUT roads operate under interim availabili-
ty P3 contracts and operators are tolling users on behalf of
Portugal’s state concessions agency, Estradas de Portugal.
Tolling revenue will go to help pay for availability fees.

Recently Portugal and the former SCUT operators,
Spain’s Cintra de Infraestructuras, ACS’s Iridium,
Globalvia and Portugal’s Ascendi group, through a new
round of talks, have become party to an MOU with Portugal
that sets the framework to operate the toll roads as P3 avail-
ability highways beginning in 2015.

Portugal will pay more modest fees to operators and they
agreed to reduce their return on investment. At the same
time, Portugal made cuts to maintenance of the roads. Total
annual fees payable to road operators are set in the MOU at
about Euro 500 million (US$650 million), which comes
some 16% below a budget ministry forecast prior to the
MOU.

The next step is to get the 32 commercial banks and the
European Investment Bank that are the lenders to the roads,
to transition from Scut road debt to P3 (availability pay)
highway loans. This will probably include an extension of
the existing 20-year SCUT loan structure. Most roads have
Portuguese bank lenders, but other European banks include
Germany’s Bayerische Landesbank, France’s Credit
Agricole and BNP Parisbas, Netherlands’s ING, and
Spain’s Santander and BBVA. �
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Veolia offers the most complete range of environmental
solutions to meet the challenges of cities, governments,
campuses, businesses and industries. We are the global
leader in optimized resource management, helping our
customers address their environmental and sustainability
challenges in energy, water and waste. That means
helping develop access to resources, protecting and
conserving available resources, and replenishing them.
We improve our clients’ energy efficiency, better man-
age their water and wastewater, and recover resources
from their wastes. We do this in a safe, cost-effective
and innovative manner for more than 550 communities
and more than 30,000 businesses, campuses and organi-
zations throughout North America.
Veolia (NYSE: VE and Paris Euronext: VIE) recorded rev-
enue of $31 billion* in 2013.
www.veolianorthamerica.com • 800-522-4774
Twitter @Veolia_NA
*Excludes Transdev employees and revenues currently under

divestment.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE SERVICES DIRECTORY

Public Works Financing published
its first issue in January 1988 and
quickly built a strong base of loyal sub-
scribers by providing accurate, objec-
tive and timely information about pub-
lic-private partnerships and innovative
delivery of public works infrastructure
projects.

But our advertisers have taken loy-
alty to new heights. Of 36 current
advertisers, 18 have marketed their
services in PWF for over 10 years
(eight of them for over 15 years and
four for 20 years).

Placing a display ad in PWF, being
listed in the Services Directory, and
having your contact information on
PWF’s website, and on the back page
of every issue gets you more leads
than any other marketing option. Ask
our advertisers.

Our first advertiser came aboard in
1990 and was quickly followed by
Parsons Brinckerhoff, Nossaman,
Wilbur Smith, Herzog and Hawkins

Delafield & Wood, all of whom are
still advertisers, and P3 leaders in
America.

The U.S., Spanish, French and
Chinese transportation developers
(14), and the country’s largest
municipal water operators (2), came

next. Then, starting in 1995, the full
compliment of technical, legal and
procurement advisors came aboard,
including most recently Mayer
Brown, Ernst & Young, Raba
Kistner, HDR and TYPSA-Aztec
engineering. More recently,
financiers Assured Guaranty and
KeyBanc Capital Markets followed.

Together, these firms dominate the
P3 market—they have successfully
closed well over $300 billion worth of
road, rail, water and buildings projects
worldwide since 1985.

For a rate sheet, please visit
PWFinance.net

or contact William Reinhardt, at
(908) 654-6572 or

pwfinance@aol.com

OUR LOYAL ADVERTISERS

As part of SUEZ ENVIRONNEMENT, United Water provides
water and wastewater services to 5.3 million people in
20 states through the dedication of its 2,350 employ-
ees.
In addition to owning and operating 16 regulated utili-
ties, United Water operates 84 municipal and industrial
systems through innovative public-private partnerships
and contract agreements. Founded in 1869, the com-
pany's core expertise in providing safe, clean drinking
water has evolved into providing a full range of ser-
vices, from technical assistance to total asset owner-
ship. We assist communities with improving service,
reducing costs, complying with environmental regula-
tions, managing labor relations and providing excellent
customer service.
For more information, visit unitedwater.com or contact
Tom Brown at Tom.Brown@unitedwater.com or
(201) 767-9300.
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O. R. Colan Associates (ORC) provides a full range of real
estate services related to the appraisal, acquisition and
relocation phase of design build highway projects. With
more than 29 offices in 20 states nationwide, the compa-
ny is broadly recognized as a leader in providing real
estate solutions for public works projects. ORC provided
the right of way acquisition and relocation assistance for
the following successful design-build highway projects:
Segments 1-6 of SH 130 and the DFW Connector projects
in Texas; the Pocahontas Parkway in Virginia; US 158 in
North Carolina; Route 3 North in Massachusetts; I-64 in
Missouri; I-93 in New Hampshire; and Sections 2 & 3 of I-69
in Indiana. ORC is currently providing right of way ser-
vices on the Zachary-Odebrecht Parkway Builders Team
for the Grand Parkway in Houston, Texas. These projects
combined involved the acquisition of more than 3,000
parcels and the relocation of more than 1,000 residences
and businesses. Time is money on a design build project.
ORC has the proven ability to deliver the right of way on
time for construction on fast paced projects while meet-
ing all state and federal requirements.
Contact Steve Toth, COO, at stoth@orcolan.com or visit
us at www.orcolan.com.

Sacyr Concesiones Throughout its almost 20-year track
record, Sacyr Concesiones has more than proven its
expertise and technical know-how, as well as its finan-
cial capacity with committed global investment
amounting to 16 billion dollars. The company specialises
in greenfield projects in which it handles the design,
financing, construction and management of assets. This
global conception of business, combined with its active
project management, allows the company to bring
added value to its concessions, thereby attracting finan-
cial partners.
It currently operates over 30 infrastructure concessions
in six countries (Spain, Portugal, Chile, Peru, Italy and
Ireland) within such sectors as motorways (almost 3,000
kilometres), transport hubs, hospitals (more than 3,000
beds), metro lines, airports and service areas. These
assets have an average remaining lifespan of 26 years.

Contact: Mr. Carlos Mijangos cmijangos@sacyr.com
+34 91 545 5000

Sacyr Concesiones
“We create future value”

PUBLIC-PRIVATE SERVICES DIRECTORY

With over $8 Billion in P3 projects, Raba Kistner
Infrastructure (RKI) has established its reputation as a
leader in quality management programs. We are a
national company that provides professional consulting
and engineering services in the areas of Construction
Quality Management, Program Management (PM+)TM,
Independent Engineer and Owner’s Verification and
Testing, and Construction Quality Control/Quality
Acceptance Programs, Right of Way (ROW)
Management and Acquisition, and Subsurface Utility
Engineering to government and industry clients. Our
expertise in quality programs goes beyond satisfying the
fundamentals. We ensure that quality programs address
the unforeseen challenges that arise in Design and
Construction QC/QA programs. Our award winning data
management and document control program, ELVIS,
provides real time management information to assist in
making time-critical decisions.

For more information, contact Gary Raba, D Eng, P.E. at
graba@rkci.com or by calling 866-722-2547.

Parsons Brinckerhoff is a global consulting firm assisting
public and private sector clients plan, develop, design,
construct, operate, and maintain hundreds of critical
infrastructure projects around the world. Parsons
Brinckerhoff’s experience extends to every form of trans-
portation, including airports, rail systems, buses, roads,
and ports. For complex projects procured through pub-
lic-private partnerships or using design-build, the compa-
ny provides contractors and concessionaires project
development, design engineering, and operations ser-
vices. We apply our world-class technical expertise and
our deep understanding of local needs to develop inno-
vative solutions that create value for our clients and for
the community the project serves.
Contact: Len Rattigan, Alternative Delivery Director, (703)
742-5740, Rattigan@pbworld.com, or Sallye Perrin, Public
Private Partnerships Director, (410) 246-0523,
PerrinSE@pbworld.com, or John Porcari, Strategic
Consulting Director, (202) 661-5302,
PorcariJ@pbworld.com.
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OHL Concesiones, S.A., is one of the world’s leading pri-
vate developers of transportation infrastructure, being
active in all its modes: highways, railways, airports and
seaports. The company, founded as a subsidiary of the
OHL Group, provides expertise and state- of-the-art
technology for developing all types of transportation
infrastructure concessions. OHL Concesiones holds con-
trol stakes in practically all of the concessions in its direct
management portfolio, so ensuring the best quality ser-
vice to our customers.

For more information please contact: José María López
de Fuentes (USA) or Ignacio García (Spain) through
info@ohlconcesiones.com, or visit
www.ohlconcesiones.com

Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP has one of the leading pub-
lic-private partnership (P3) legal practices in Canada.
Osler has extensive experience in all types of P3 arrange-
ments including concessions, outsourcing of services, and
privatizations of various government agencies, crown
corporations and service providers. We have advised on
a broad spectrum of P3 projects including major trans-
portation (highways and airports), public transit, hospitals,
schools, prisons, police stations, casinos, waste, water
treatment, power generation and transmission facilities
and other infrastructure projects. We represent public
and private sector participants including developers,
contractors, consortiums, service providers, governmen-
tal agencies, consultants and financial institutions.

Please contact Bob Beaumont at (416) 862-5861 (e-mail:
rbeaumont@osler.com), Lorne Carson at (403) 260-7083
(e-mail: lcarson@osler.com), Tobor Emakpor at (416) 862-
4268 (e-mail: temakpor@osler.com) or Rocco Sebastiano
at (416) 862-5859 (e-mail: rsebastiano@osler.com).

PUBLIC-PRIVATE SERVICES DIRECTORY

Nossaman LLP, a U.S. law firm dedicated to represent-
ing government agencies, is widely acknowledged to
possess the broadest and deepest practice in the
world focused on U.S. transportation infrastructure,
specializing in the effective deployment of P3s and
other forms of innovative project delivery, finance,
operations and maintenance.
Nossaman has helped clients achieve many signifi-
cant milestones including the following:
• Texas DOT $1.5B North Tarrant Express Managed
Lanes Project, Segments 3A&B – Toll Concession –
Financial Close, September 2013
• Indiana Finance Authority $1.18B Ohio River Bridges
Project, East End Crossing – Availability Payment
Contract – Financial Close, March 2013
• New York STA & New York State DOT – $3.14B Tappan
Zee Hudson River Crossing Project – Design-Build
Contract – Notice to Proceed, January 2013
• California DOT $1.1B Presidio Parkway Project –
Availability Payment Contract – Financial Close, June
2012
• Virginia DOT $2.1B Midtown Tunnel Project – Toll
Concession – Financial Close, April 2012

Contact:
Geoffrey S. Yarema at
gyarema@nossaman.com / 213.612.7842,
Patrick Harder at pdharder@nossaman.com /
213.612.7859, or
Simon Santiago at ssantiago@nossaman.com /
202.887.1472
On the web at www.nossaman.com and
www.InfraInsightBlog.com

To access PWF’s International
Major Projects database and for

advertising and subscription
information, visit

www.PWFinance.net
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In 2007, U.S.-based H.W. Lochner, Inc., and Canada-based
MMM Group Limited formed an equal partnership,
Lochner MMM Group, to integrate internationally-gained
design-build and P3 experience with an in-depth under-
standing of U.S. transportation infrastructure. Together, we
combine local knowledge with international best prac-
tices to provide owners, contractors, concessionaires, and
design partners throughout the U.S. solutions that are inno-
vative, practical and constructible. With coast-to-coast
offices throughout the U.S. and Canada, Lochner MMM
Group offers:
• A deep pool of staff resources to deliver large scale pro-
jects within fast-track schedules.
• Proven capability in advisory, design, and program man-
agement roles.
• Experienced teams that understand and thrive in the
alternative delivery environment.
• Ability to leverage a strong local presence with interna-
tional expertise.
Contact: Phil Russell, President & CEO, Lochner MMM
Group | 512.828.0076 |
phil.russell@lochnermmmgroup.com

Mayer Brown has one of the leading public-private part-
nership practices in the United States. A perennial
Chambers Band 1-ranked practice for P3 Projects, what
distinguishes us from other law firms is our experience
advising clients on transactions that have successfully
closed from every side of a project. We have represent-
ed public agencies, sponsors and lenders alike on P3
transactions around the country and across all asset
types, including roads, bridges, ports, parking, mass tran-
sit and social infrastructure.
Contact:
George K. Miller (212) 506-2590
gmiller@mayerbrown.com
David Narefsky (312) 701-7303
dnarefsky@mayerbrown.com
John R. Schmidt (312) 701-8597
jschmidt@mayerbrown.com
Joseph Seliga (312) 701-8818
jseliga@mayerbrown.com

A U.S.-based institution with a deeply rooted U.S. regional
presence, KeyBanc Capital Markets excels at under-
standing the needs and sensitivities of local constituen-
cies and public officials to facilitate communication and
deliver reliable and innovative infrastructure solutions.
With our comprehensive Public Private Partnership plat-
form, and our willingness to deploy bank balance sheet
and capital markets products providing short and long
term funding, our financial experts have the experience
and expertise to respond to all financing needs and
address all procurement issues unique to public infra-
structure projects.
Contact Jose Herrera at 917-368-2390 /
jose.herrera@key.com, or Jake Wozniak at 614-460-3463 /
jake.wozniak@key.com, or visit key.com/government.

KeyBanc Capital Markets is a trade name under which
corporate and investment banking products and ser-
vices of KeyCorp and its subsidiaries, KeyBanc Capital
Markets Inc., Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC, and KeyBank
National Association (“KeyBank N.A.”), are marketed.

FFor information about
how to list your firm in PWF’s 

Public-Private Services Directory
contact William Reinhardt

at (908) 654-6572 or
www.pwfinance.net

or email: pwfinance@aol.com
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KPMG’s Global Infrastructure professionals in the US
and Canada provide specialist Advisory, Tax, Audit,
Accounting and Compliance related assistance
throughout the life cycle of infrastructure projects and
programs. Our teams have extensive local and global
experience advising government organizations, infra-
structure contractors, operators and investors. We help
clients ask the right questions and find strategies tai-
lored to meet the specific objectives set for their busi-
nesses. KPMG can help set a solid foundation at the
outset and combine the various aspects of infrastruc-
ture projects or programs – from strategy, to execu-
tion, to end-of-life or hand-back. 

Contact Andy Garbutt, Practice leader for KPMG’s US
team, at +1-5(12) 501- 5329 and Brad Watson, Practice
leader for KPMG’s Canadian team, at +1- 4(16) 777-
8142, or e-mail: infrastructure@kpmg.com or
www.kpmg.com/infrastructure.com

Successful project finance requires the development and inte-
gration of marketing, engineering and environmental strategies
into the overall financial framework. The Louis Berger Group,
Inc. has a proven track record and an established practice
in all three areas and has developed innovative tools creat-
ing a seamless web between the
technical and the financial
design of projects. This has
resulted in the successful financ-
ing and execution of projects in
the United States, Europe and
the World. With offices in over
90 countries, the Group brings
in-depth local understanding
and an unequaled ability to respond rapidly to clients’
needs. 

Contact: Nicholas Masucci (973) 407-1000, nmasuc-
ci@louisberger.com

Meridiam is a leading developer, equity investor and
asset manager of primary Public Private Partnership
(P3) infrastructure projects with deep expertise in North
America and Europe. With US$3.8bn of assets under
management across three long-term infrastructure
funds, and a focus on transport, social infrastructure
and environmental P3 assets, Meridiam strives to estab-
lish a long-term contractual relationship between the
public and private sectors. Meridiam currently man-
ages 32 projects worldwide, including 9 projects across
North America, among which are the Port of Miami
Tunnel in Florida, the Long Beach Courthouse in
California, and the Waterloo Light Rail Transit in Ontario.  

For further information, please contact Joe Aiello
(j.aiello@meridiam.com) or Thilo Tecklenburg
(t.tecklenburg@meridiam.com).  

Meridiam North America – 605 Third Avenue, 28th Floor
NY, NY 10158 – Tel (212) 798-8686 or Meridiam Canada
–  357 Bay Street Suite 501 Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
M5H 2T7 – Tel (647) 345-3529  

www.meridiam.com 

Established in 1884, Kiewit is one of the largest con-
struction organizations in North America leveraging a
network of more than 50 offices to develop a respect-
ed multifaceted business presence across North
America. With a staff of management, technical,
financial, commercial and legal experts dedicated to
successfully delivering P3 projects, our success is
based on the trust that we have built with govern-
ment officials, stakeholders and the financial commu-
nity. As a recognized leader in design-build and P3
project development, Kiewit combines extraordinary
financial credibility and extensive resources with a
creative, solution-oriented approach to ensure a pre-
dictable outcome of success for our clients.

Contact: Joe Wingerter, Director of P3 Project
Development, Kiewit Corp. (402) 943-1329,
Joe.Wingerter@Kiewit.com or James Bennett, Director
Project Development, Kiewit Canada Development
Co., (647) 453-5719, james.bennett@kiewit.com
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Jacobs is one of the world’s largest and most diverse
providers of professional technical consulting services. As a
full-spectrum lifecycle solutions provider we focus on devel-
oping close strategic partnerships with our clients over the
life cycle of their projects. Jacobs provides a distinctive
range of comprehensive planning,   design and manage-
ment expertise in almost every industry—public and private.
We are often called upon by government agencies to pro-
vide program advisory services related to public-private
partnerships (P3) including financial and economic feasibili-
ty, procurement and other related services. As project fund-
ing decreases, public-sector clients are partnering with
Jacobs to identify and implement P3 programs tailored to
meet their project delivery and financing challenges. 

For more information, please contact Pamela Bailey-
Campbell at (214) 920-8158.

Herzog Contracting/Herzog Railroad Services Inc. – Design-
build/CMGC for highway / heavy construction and railroad
mass transit. North America’s largest rail and commuter rail
construction and maintenance contractor, provides rail mass
transit operations and dispatching in North America and rail-
road expertise worldwide, delivering state-of-the-art technolo-
gy for Hi Speed Rail Flaw Detection and railcar and railroad
equipment leasing, ballast distribution, rail re-laying and railcar
unloading, railways systems and signals. Also, development
and operation of municipal and industrial solid waste facilities.

� At (816) 233-9001, fax (816) 233-9881, or 600 S. Riverside Rd.,
P.O. Box 1089, St. Joseph, MO 64507-1089, please contact:
Joe Kneib, Sr. VP Market Development
joekneib@herzog.com; 
Greg Hackbarth, President, Herzog Technologies, Inc. ghack-
barth@herzog.com
Tim Francis, VP Marketing, Herzog Rail Services
tfrancis@hrsi.com 
Scott Norman, V.P. Estimating/Project Development, snor-
man@herzog.com at (816) 233-9001
Scott Perry, ViP, Special Projects, csperry@herzog.com

Ernst & Young, LLP is a leader in assurance, tax, transac-
tion and advisory services. We believe in the value of
infrastructure to our communities and are proud to
serve clients as they work to:
• Rebuild and modernize existing infrastructure
• Invest wisely in new infrastructure to address new
and changing needs, enable growth and achieve a
higher quality of life for communities
• Bring innovation, foresight and sound economic
stewardship to their major projects, programs and
investments, and/or
• Identify and attract the funding and financing
required to invest in infrastructure. 
We provide finance, business planning, policy, pro-

curement, modeling, valuation and tax advice for
large-scale infrastructure projects, programs, invest-
ments and public-private partnerships. We serve state
and local government clients through our affiliate, Ernst
& Young Infrastructure Advisors, LLC, a registered
municipal advisor. We help clients to achieve their
goals.

Please contact: Mike Parker, Senior Managing Director,
Ernst & Young Infrastructure Advisors, LLC
+1 215 448 3391, mike.parker@ey.com; or 
Jay Zukerman, US Infrastructure Tax Leader, +1 212 773
3270, jay.zukerman@ey.com. 

HNTB Corporation is an employee-owned infrastruc-
ture solutions firm serving public and private owners
and contractors. Celebrating a century of service,
HNTB understands the life cycle of infrastructure and
addresses clients’ most complex technical, financial
and operational challenges. Professionals nation-
wide deliver a full range of infrastructure-related ser-
vices, including award-winning planning, design,
program delivery and construction management.
For more information, visit www.hntb.com. 

Contact Tim Faerber (312) 798-0223 tfaer-
ber@hntb.com or David Downs (303) 542-2255
ddowns@hntb.com or visit hntb.com. 
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Hawkins Delafield & Wood provides legal advisory services to
governmental owners on P3 and alternative delivery infra-
structure projects in the United States and Canada. The firm
also represents P3 project investment bankers and lenders.
Our infrastructure legal practice is widely recognized for its
quality and depth. Over a 20 year span, Hawkins has negoti-
ated and closed more than 200 design-build, design-build-
operate, design-build-finance-operate, construction-manag-
er-at-risk, concession, asset management, operating services
and franchise agreements for public sector clients in 25
states and 3 provinces. Award-winning projects on which
Hawkins has served as owner’s lead counsel include:
• Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project (San Diego
County Water Authority), a Project Finance International
water infrastructure P3 deal of the year.
• New Long Beach Court Building (State of California), a
Bond Buyer social infrastructure P3 deal of the year.
• Spokane Regional Water Reclamation Facility (Spokane
County), a Design-Build Institute of America wastewater
infrastructure DBO deal of the year
• Buckman Direct Division Project (City of Santa Fe), a
Design-Build Institute of America water infrastructure DB deal
of the year.
We practice in the transportation, water, wastewater, solid
waste, renewable energy and social infrastructure sectors,
and our experience encompasses all forms of competitive
procurement and public works project delivery.

Contact: Eric Petersen at (212) 820-9401
(espetersen@hawkins.com) or Ron Grosser (212) 820-9423
(rgrosser@hawkins.com) or Joe Sullivan (212) 820-9513 (jsulli-
van@hawkins.com) or Rick Sapir at (973) 642-1188
(rsapir@hawkins.com, or through our website at
www.hawkins.com

With more than 40 years of experience, IRIDIUM Concesiones
(formerly Dragados Concesiones) is the ACS Group company
that promotes, develops and operates public private part-
nership projects worldwide. With over 100 projects developed
in 21 countries, including 3,861 miles of highways, 995 miles of
railroads, 16 airports, 18 ports and several social infrastructure
PPP projects, IRIDIUM Concesiones is the world leader in this
field. We are proud to have global presence with local com-
mitment. ACS Group companies apply their unsurpassed
technical skills to the planning, design, construction, opera-
tion and maintenance of infrastructures, using the latest tech-
nologies in any area and providing the highest level of excel-
lence throughout. A solid financial capability combined with
an innovative approach allows IRIDIUM Concesiones to struc-
ture the necessary financial resources for any project.

Contact Salvador Myro (smyroc@iridium-acs.com) at +(34)
91 703 85 48 or visit www.iridiumconcesiones.com or
www.grupoacs.com for further details.

At HDR, it’s our job as consultants to help you keep pace with
today’s rapidly changing marketplace. We help you make
decisions based on rigorous analysis of the economic cli-
mate, a thorough understanding of your organizational
needs and priorities, and nearly 100 years of experience in
delivering infrastructure. From strategy and finance to design
and delivery, we help you develop innovative, reliable and
cost-effective solutions to your infrastructure challenges. 

Learn more at hdrinc.com or contact us: Bill Damon, manag-
ing director—Power, 734-332-6400, bill.damon@hdrinc.com;
Michael Schneider, managing director—Transportation, 213-
313-9402, mike.schneider@HDRInc.com; Carter Strickland,
managing director—Water, 212-542-6129,
carter.strickland@hdrinc.com. FFor information about

how to list your firm in PWF’s 
Public-Private Services Directory

contact William Reinhardt
at (908) 654-6572 or
www.pwfinance.net

or email: pwfinance@aol.com
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Formed in 1922, Granite Construction Incorporated is today
one of the largest heavy civil contractors in the United
States. It is positioned in all the major U.S. markets with
offices located throughout the country serving over private
and public clients. Over the past 88 years, Granite has
earned a nationwide reputation as the preeminent builder
of quality projects in a timely manner. Always progressive,
Granite has developed into one of the top Design-Build
contractors in the U.S. and has recently enacted an
Environmental Affairs Policy to take a leading role in the
construction industry in protecting the environment and
our natural resources. Through our corporate Sustainability
Plan, we actively engage in industry, and direct efforts at
the local, state, and federal levels to advocate for adequate
and sustainable public infrastructure funding to
maintain and improve America’s transportation system.
Granite is nationally recognized for its expertise in the
majority of construction sectors including tunnels, highways
and roadways, dams, bridges, railroads marine, airports,
heavy and light mass transit, and have become
renowned design-build and mega project constructors.
Granite leads the market in the design-build turn-key
delivery of complex fast paced transportation projects.

Contact Robert Leonetti, 831-728-7580, or 585 West Beach St.
Watsonville, CA 95077-5085 www.graniteconstruction.com

Global Via Infrastructure Globalvia was founded in 2007,
being its shareholders (50:50) the construction and envi-
ronmental services company Fomento de
Construcciones y Contratas S.A. and Spanish savings
bank Bankia. Globalvia, the world’s second largest trans-
port infrastructure developer by number of concessions,
is specialized in DBFOM and DBFM projects. Globalvia
has the financial capability to accelerate delivery of pro-
jects, as well as the construction and operational exper-
tise to meet the highest standards for the life of a project.
We take pride in working with local contractors, employ-
ing area business and individuals during operation and
incorporating community feedback to deliver the best
possible public service. Currently, the company man-
ages more than 41 PPP projects world wide including
roads, railways, ports, airports and hospitals although its
objective for the near future is focused on road and rail-
way concessions (78% of its portfolio).   

Contact Michael Lapolla at (212) 618-6310 or mlapol-
la@globalvia.com. www.globalvia.com 

Elias Group LLP provides legal and consulting services to
government and industry. We are a boutique law firm inter-
nationally recognized for our expertise in project finance,
public/private partnerships, industrial outsourcing, joint ven-
tures and strategic alliances, and M&A of regulated and
non-regulated entities. The firm’s unique accomplishments
include the first 20-year concession agreement executed in
the U.S. for the rehabilitation and operation of a municipal
wastewater treatment facility. Our skills and practical expe-
rience are evident in the multitude of transactions success-
fully completed. 

Contact: Dan Elias or Michael Siegel at 411 Theodore
Fremd Avenue, Rye, NY 10580; tel: (914) 925-0000; fax: (914)
925-9344; or visit our web site: www.eliasgroup.com

Ferrovial Agroman is a leader in the global construction
market. In addition to Spain, the company has significant
activity in eight other countries: Poland, USA, Greece,
United Kingdom, Chile, Puerto Rico, Ireland and Portugal.
Wholly owned by the same parent company as CINTRA,
the world’s largest transportation developer by invested
capital, Ferrovial Agroman has 80 years of construction
experience in DBB, DB, and P3 projects in all types of infra-
structure assets. These decades of experience result in
2,500 miles highway concessions; 9,475 miles new roads;
16,995 miles rehab of roads; 304 miles tunnels; 2,523 miles
canals; 3,884 miles water pipelines; 2,392 miles gas and oil
pipelines; 29 hydroelectric power stations; 147 dams; 220
water treatment plants; 21 miles wharfs and ports; 40 air-
ports; 20 stadiums; and 2,920 milkes railways including 449
miles of High Speed Rail. 

Contact Daniel Filer, VP of Business Development for North
America at +1-512-637-8587.
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China Construction America (CCA) is a wholly- owned
subsidiary of China State Construction Engineering
Corporation Limited, a Fortune Global 500 company
publicly listed in China, with core businesses in construc-
tion, real estate and infrastructure development. CCA
has undergone a long process of success in local con-
struction and real estate markets in America. CCA has at
present more than $2.5b building and infrastructure work
including bridge and underground structures, and is look-
ing for PPP opportunities. We have the financial capabili-
ty to accelerate the delivery of infrastructure projects.
Our team has the local and international expertise for
any size project. We will continue to work with local
authorities and professionals to ensure achieving the
highest possible standard for the projects. 

Contact Jietai Huang at (201) 876 2788 or
huang_jietai@chinaconstruction.us

Abertis is the world leader group in motorway manage-
ment and one of the first international infrastructure opera-
tors. Through its two business areas (motorways and
telecommunications infrastructures), the company has
presence in 12 countries across Europe and America, as a
result of an internationalization process which has intensi-
fied over the past three financial years. The infrastructure
Group employs more than 16,000 people around the
world and 62% of its revenues are generated outside
Spain. The evolution of the company is marked by the
integration in 2012 of more than 3,500 kilometers of motor-
ways in Brazil and Chile. This operation lead Abertis to
achieve the world leadership in the motorway concession
sector, both in terms of kilometers managed (more than
7,300) and for income (exceeds 4,600 MEUR). Abertis is list-
ed on the Spanish Stock Exchange and is a constituent of
the IBEX 35. It is present also in the main international
indexes such as FTS Eurofirst 300 and Standard & Poor’s
Europe 350. 

Contact: Corporate Communications Direction  (34) 93 230
5039

Egis Projects has unrivaled experience in most types of
infrastructure P3 and concessions: motorways, bridges,
tunnels, urban infrastructures, and, more recently, airports.
We are experienced with all types of remuneration (real
toll, shadow toll or availability schemes). Egis Projects
relies on the specialized skills of its shareholders: Groupe
Egis, a leader in infrastructure engineering, and Caisse
des Dépôts, a AAA financial institution. Egis Projects acts
as promoter, developer and investor in concession/P3
projects, as turnkey equipment integrator, as operator
and manager of airports, and, via its wholly owned sub-
sidiary Egis Road Operation, as operator of roads and
motorways. Egis Projects has also extended its activities to
electronic toll collection, toll network interoperability, and
safety enforcement, as well as associated services for
road users under the Easytrip brand.
Egis Projects has financially closed 22 infrastructure pro-
jects for a total value of Euro 12 bn. Egis Road Operation
is operating 27 motorways totalling 1,840 km in 15 coun-
tries. 

Contact: Alain Poliakoff in Paris, France at (33) 1 30 48 48
09, fax (33) 1 30 48 48 91 or alain.poliakoff@egis.fr or visit
http://www.egis-projects.com

Engineering and Environmental Solutions

TYPSA-AZTEC is an international consulting engineering firm
with nearly 50 years of experience successfully executing
major infrastructure projects. Our 2000 professionals work in
multidisciplinary teams to improve and sustain enhanced liv-
ing conditions around the world. Our major services include:
Transportation / Architecture / Building Technology / Energy /
Environmental Services. We are internationally recognized
with top industry rankings and awards. In all we do, we seek
balanced solutions for our clients, the public and the environ-
ment. 

For more information, please contact Miguel Bardalet:
(602) 625-4028 / mbardalet@typsa.com or
Robert L. Lemke, Jr.: (602) 402-8683 / rlemke@aztec.us 

www.typsa.com   www.aztec.us
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CDM Smith provides lasting and integrated solutions in
water, environment, transportation, energy and facilities to
public and private clients worldwide. As a full-service con-
sulting, engineering, construction, and operations firm, we
deliver exceptional client service, quality results and
enduring value across the entire project life cycle.
CDM Smith is internationally recognized for utility, toll
road and public-private partnership expertise, serving pub-
lic and private sector clients on hundreds of infrastructure
projects worldwide. For more than 60 years, CDM Smith
has worked to place $85 billion of revenue-based financ-
ings and provide unparalleled credibility in today’s finan-
cial markets.

Visit us at cdmsmith.com, or contact Ed Regan (803 251-
2072), Kamran Khan (630 874-7902), Grant Holland (404
720-1283) or Joe Ridge (603 222-8320).

Cintra plays a leading role in transport infrastructure devel-
opment throughout the world, with nearly 1,300 miles of
managed highways worldwide. This represents a total glob-
al investment in traffic congestion improvements of more
than US$28.7 billion. Cintra has a portfolio of 25 concessions
in six countries distributed among Canada, United States,
Spain, Portugal, Ireland, and Greece, and offices in
Colombia and Australia. At the close of 2012, 57% of its
turnover and 60% of its EBITDA came from projects outside
Spain. Cintra’s staff is formed by more than 2,000 profession-
als, of which around 80% work outside Spain. The Cintra-
Ferrovial merger in 2009 created one of the World’s largest
private operators of transportation infrastructure and a lead-
ing services provider with net revenues of more than $7.5 bil-
lion a year and operations in more than 25 countries.
Ferrovial’s business model is focused on end-to-end infra-
structure management, design, construction, financing
operation and maintenance, as well as services. 

Contact:  Ricardo Bosch, Director North America Business
Development, rbosch@cintra.us, or Carlos Ugarte,
Corporate Development and Business Direction +34 91 418
5606. More information: www.cintra.es

AIAI is a non-profit organization formed in the District of
Columbia to help shape the direction of the national
Public Private Partnership marketplace. AIAI serves as a
national proponent to facilitate education and legislation
through targeted advocacy. AIAI’s Board is comprised of
leaders of the construction and development industry.
Their extensive national and international experience and
industry knowledge provides AIAI with a clear direction for
developing and advocating policy and legislative solu-
tions, allowing more equitable and effective partnerships
across diverse market sectors from transportation and
energy to educational, health and public service institu-
tions. 
Contact Lisa Buglione (516) 277-2950
lbuglione@aiai-infra.org

Assured Guaranty, the leading provider of bond insurance,
has helped public-private partnerships reduce the cost of
financing essential public infrastructure and achieve smooth
transaction execution for decades, even during extremely
difficult market conditions.  With financial strength rated AA
by S&P and A2 by Moody’s, both with stable outlooks,
Assured Guaranty Municipal Corp. helps broaden the
investor base and improve the cost efficiency of infrastruc-
ture financings by unconditionally guaranteeing timely pay-
ment of principal and interest.  Investors are attracted to
the insured bonds’ increased market liquidity, as well as
Assured Guaranty’s credit selection, underwriting, negotiat-
ed terms, construction period coverage and ongoing sur-
veillance. For additional information, visit
AssuredGuaranty.com. 
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